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Across:

3. nymph who became a symbol of victory
6. Poseidon is to sea as Hades is to ___
7. little bear
9. king of the planets
11. the promised land, to Aeneas
13. famous general who once marched 90 miles in a day
17. region whose name means “many islands”
21. Δ meaning in math and science
23. orator named for a chickpea-shaped mole
24. led a hike over the White Mountains
26. Han Solo is to Millennium Falcon as Jason is to ___
28. muse of Copernicus
29. full of life
32. phrase with “per aspera” and 2019 movie
33. that is
34. removal from a window

Down:

1. stony woman
2. sea bordered by Greece, Italy, Egypt, and Libya, among others
4. 2π
5. trickster’s instrument, perhaps
8. entirely
10. famous Caesar quote
12. cow-eyed goddess
14. little shade
15. philosophy of Hadrian, or a person unmoved by pain
16. horse of the air
18. essential
19. Mark Antony's Waterloo
20. advice column for the Greeks
22. cone is to conifer as water is to ___
25. what the circled letters spell
27. a superfood, according to Cato
30. Romulus and Remus, for example
31. boatman of the Underworld